UMA telecon 2012-01-19

UMA telecon 2012-01-19

Date and Time

- WG telecon on Thursday, 19 Jan 2011, at 9am PT (time chart) – Eve regrets; Maciej will chair
  - Skype: +99051000000481

Agenda

- Roll call
- Approve minutes of 2012-01-12 meeting
- Interop activity
  - Who can commit to attending a F2F interop in Munich in April? Need to let Kantara know
- Brief review of non-spec action items
- Work through issues
  - Work on 24/14, 12, 31, 25...
- AOB

Attendees

As of 17 Jan 2012, quorum is 8 of 14.

1. Catalano, Domenico
2. D'Agostino, Salvatore
3. Hardjono, Thomas
4. Miles, Arnie
5. Szpot, Jacek

Non-voting participants:

- Cox, Kevin

Minutes

Roll call

Quorum was not reached.

Approve minutes of 2012-01-12 meeting

Deferred due to lack of quorum.

Interop activity

- Who can commit to attending a F2F interop in Munich in April? Need to let Kantara know

We know SMART will be represented. Kevin is planning to attend. Domenico may attend (will confirm).

Work through issues

Issues #24/#14: no discussion at this time.

Issue #31: resource baskets: Kevin asks if there was any way for two AMs to talk to each other, since they probably already know who each were. Thomas comments that this is like Certificate Authorities (CA) in the PKI world where they know each other and can even establish a bridge CA cert. Domenico comments that UMA should leverage the distributed claims within OpenID. The Authorizing User sets policies for the basket, and the AM will then provide an API endpoint to the requester to access the basket. Kevin asks if this would mean that the AM needs to know all the resources kept at a host.

- Issue #25: reducing the claims needed by AM: Domenico comments that we should rely on OpenID Connect. The idea is to limit the claims asked (from the Claims Provider) to only those that are needed by the AM (to allow access to the requested resource). The UMA WG would benefit from investigating the interaction between the resource/host and the AM (in relation to OpenID Connect).

Next Meetings

- WG telecon on Thursday, 26 Jan 2011, at 9am PT (time chart)